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About This Game

EMERGENCY Classics brings back EMERGENCY 2, the last fully 2D EMERGENCY title from 2002. Now finally playable on
modern systems again! EMERGENCY 2 features many of the most iconic missions in the history of the franchise and improved on

the formula of the first game. In many ways the success of the series was down to the innovations and gameplay brought to the
table by EMERGENCY 2

As the commander of the emergency services, you must control your team of rescue staff and vehicles, including police, K-9
unit, fire and ambulance services. Infiltrate traffic pile-ups, contain nuclear power plant meltdowns, rush victims to safety and

even extinguish raging forest fires amongst other life threatening situations. Let police psychologists negotiate with extortionists
and let sharpshooters do their job…

 Real-time strategy in isometric landscape

 Combined night and weather effects

 25 pulse-pounding and ultra-realistic scenarios from Simple Accidents to Catastrophes
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 More than 20 different fire units with firefighting planes and NBC-Units

 More than 10 different rescue units with helicopters and search and K-9 units

 More than 10 different police units with special forces and psychologists

 25 videos on the missions

 Dynamic change in time of day for maximum realism

 Fully accessible buildings
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Title: EMERGENCY 2
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Sixteen Tons Entertainment
Publisher:
Sixteen Tons Entertainment
Franchise:
EMERGENCY
Release Date: 11 Nov, 2002

 a09c17d780 

English,French,German,Dutch,Italian,Hungarian,Russian
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Ampersand.....oh god.

I cannot say this game is even worth $.14. I bought it as a gag, just something to♥♥♥♥♥♥around with and laugh at. I cannot
even do that from the amount of times the game itself has froze and glitched on me.

This game does not give you any sort of explanation for the controls, but as soon as it the game starts up, it asks you for your
gamejolt login. Seeing that, I already assumed I'd be using either the z or x keys. Sure enough, I did.

X - gas
Arrow keys - steer

Absolutly lovely controls for a racing game, I know.

Between the awful controls and annoying glitches, this game is definitely isn't worth the money, even for how cheap it is.. this
may be the one of the best games I have and will ever play. it has an incredible story with amazing art style. the ending almost
made me cry, play this game, it is absolutely beautiful.. It's a precision platformer somewhat similar to Super Meat Boy. You
control a little guy and have to avoid traps to complete the level. The unique feature of this game is the robot arm, that helps you
to solve some puzzles. Unfortunetaly, I felt it was mostly a gimmick; it was not very well incorporated into the levels. In the later
levels you mostly just control the guy, and the robot is used for only a little bit. Had the level design been better, this game could
have been great. The way it is now, though, I can still give it a weak recommendation. Get if you like challenging platformers
and would like to try this innovative gimmick, and if it is on sale.. While similar to many puzzlers you may have played, Anode
brings an original and well balanced formula to the genre. The combo system rewards aggressive and reckless play more than
idiot-savant organization, which I found, as an non-aueter, made the speed escalation in later levels much more coherent and
enjoyable than most. The ability to to link combos across diagnals is suprisingly rare, and creates chains and collapses that put
the competitors to shame.

Initially (first 30 minutes), my response was tepid, but after taking the time to pursue the score based achievements, the balance
and challenge started to click. Once I started playing against my brother, it became addiction. It's quickly become my favorite
puzzler of all time.

I like it better than:
* Tetris
* Super Puzzle Fighter
* Mean Bean Machine
* Dr Mario. Without Within 3 is the third installment of the Without Within franchise by InvertMouse, developer of
other good visual novels like Cursed Sight and Unhack, also available to purchase on Steam.

This is a short kinetic visual novel with comedy plus drama elements and tells the story of two calligraphers, Vinty and
Excelia, which are investigating the recent case of sightings of a deceased calligrapher called Kiki in Singapore.
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Through their investigation, both girls will learn more about Kiki and her relationship with Tai, a woman obsessed
with obtaining the perfect skills of calligraphy and also Kiki's childhood friend. I honestly enjoyed the writing here, the
balance between comedy and drama was good in my opinion; this little novel has some nice moments where it breaks
the 4th wall, and it will also make you shed a tear near the ending. I've always enjoyed the writing of Without Within,
and this third title has definitely become my favorite so far!

The art style is simple and it fits just fine together with the story. There are lots of little animations here and there,
making the experience of reading through the novel even better. BGM was good too, it was pleasant to listen. Overall,
it's a pretty and enjoyable visual novel that I definitely recommend giving a try. It really has a unique sense of humor.

8\/10. Also, it took me one hour and a half to read the whole story, reading it at a fast pace. Hopefully, there will be
another sequel soon!. Played this when it was NEW! loved it then still love it now. A must have for the old school pc
gamer.
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HO LY SH IT.
I can't believe the amount of positive reviews for this game. Is everyone else getting paid to leave a positive review here or
something? How come nobody has let me in on this?
Alright, jokes aside. This has gotta be the most disappointed I've ever felt for a JRPG title after that clusterf$$k in FFXV.

The Good stuffs:
- The visuals. The graphics has sort of a similar style to Zelda BOTW. The overall colors used and the special effects for
powers\/abilities looks decent enough. Not a fan of the ghibli art design tho.

The "It's Alright" stuffs:
- The music is actually kinda nice. However, like a lot of other JRPGs I've played, it can sometimes be totally out of
place\/mismatched with the current event going on in the game.
- Side quests. Pretty much most, if not all the side quests are just fetch quests or "go-kill-that-monster" quests. But just like the
point above this one, this is usually the case with most JRPGs I know.
- The "main" combat system uses a simple hack n slash mechanics rather than the classic JRPG turn-based which is kinda nice
although there's nothing really special about it either.

And here comes your favorite, The Bad stuffs:
- The story might have been written by a 10 year old. There is absolutely no emotions whatsoever, you're not gonna feel
anything except for bored maybe. What little "twist" is there were either soo obvious or simply doesn't make any sense. Not
enough that it was so bland, it also started to get quite cringey towards the end. The characters are also all bland and
uninteresting. That Roland dude for example had the potential to be a cool character but they totally wasted it. The only
character that I liked a little bit is that weird little kingmaker.
- The "other" combat system they called "skirmish" and the kingdom managing minigame. Both of these gameplay mechanics
came straight outta mobile games or those silly facebook games that you can play for free. Now go ahead and look at the price
tag for this game. I wouldn't have mind it if it was entirely skippable but no, its not, in fact its a part of the main gameplay.
- Poor level designs and the abundance of copy-pasted levels for dungeons. This isn't really uncommon for the smaller JRPG
titles. But again, look at that price tag and you should realize how disgraceful this is.

Seriously though, I wouldn't recommend this game even if you're the type that doesn't care about the story due to how
overpriced I think it is right now. Maybe on a 80+% discount? Nah, make that 90%.. The last linear story game of the series..
this game is so good and it is really good for low end pc's. and i really want to meet the creator of this game. This is a weird but
interesting game, it is been a long time since i played it to make a review, but compared to most bad games i played recently,
Nimbus is very good.
Actually i remember having more fun playing this and its demo than most games i played this week.. Meh game, nothing stands
out, just your typical gravity/physics based game (strikes me as a browser flash game honestly).
Levels got repetitive. Not saying it's bad, it's just not worth 10$, you can get better games for 10$.
Wait for a sale or price drop if you're thinking about buying this.. Golf With Your Friends is a solid golf simulation game
developed and published by Blacklight Interactive. Blacklight has three employees with two owners of which are brothers. The
game itself is currently in Early Access, therefore, I will not harshly critique this review. The issues I will mentionI have placed
in the forums for the developers to note down and fix in the future. The idea of this game is similar to real life golf, you
complete levels whilst attempting to achieve the lowest score compared to your opponent in order to win. I really enjoyed this
game and it was thanks to playing with friends, as the title suggests, because it creates competition between you and your friends
and allows you all to have fun.

The overall idea is simple, you play golf. The game features a lobby with recently-added filters to separate the password servers
from the non-password servers. The filters feature is crucial to the matchmaking component of this game because as the title
suggests, there are many more password-locked servers that are friends playing with friends instead of people playing with the
community. You can play with up to 12 friends in multiplayer, adding a nice balance between friends playing and not over-
doing it with friends per say. The three maps of Forest, Oasis, and the new map Twlight are all well designed. Forest is relatively
basic but gradually increases in difficulty as the levels progress, which is beneficial to new players. Forest has a course
surrounded by trees and it features some neat obstacles like spinning blades, rolling logs, and even targets that help you shoot
towards the hole. Oasis is a level that is influenced by Egypt in its sandy landscape and it's pyramids with Holes within a
pyramid. I like the level because it contrasts Forest and has water, thus it provides a difference with the maps. Furthermore, it's
fairly difficult so I do like the challenge and map design of Oasis. Twlight is a standard golf course featuring different Holes.
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What makes it unique though is that it incorporates more water than Oasis and the course takes place at night, showcasing the
luscious environment. Twlight allows you to step back and relax so you can enjoy the overall scenery. Twlight is my favourite
course due to the night time and lights effect. Despite the small amount of features, the game has a clear direction with a simple
concept and it delivers on that. Furthermore, the developers are absolutely excellent at communicating with the community on a
daily basis if its informing them on direction, such as a roadmap, or responding to general queries. Blacklight is committed to
this game and it shows in their work ethic because from when I purchased the game to now, the game has drastically improved
and it feels more fluid than before.

I played this on both my PC and my Macbook Air 2015 edition and there were differences in performance between both
systems. My experience of this game on the Macbook was days after purchasing the game last month. Performance on it was
choppy at best as the game lagged consistently despite my system surpassing the recommendations and despite me playing on
low settings. My friend has a newer and more powerful Macbook Pro and he could play the game smoothly on medium settings
and not on high. However, the performance on my PC has improved greatly since purchasing the game. At purchase, I played on
high settings and in return my computer was loud, I wasn't able to sustain a stable FPS, and the game took up 16% of my CPU
and up to 400mb of memory, per my task manager. Now, my computer does not run loud and I can sustain a solid 55-60FPS.
Per my task manager, the game takes up 13% CPU and 350mb of memory and while not a great improvement, it is still an
improvement nonetheless. Overall, while the game continues to perform better, much more improvement is needed.

As I stated prior, the game features an abundance of issues. However, Blacklight have been effective at improving the game and
removing bugs. And, I have made a regular contribution to the Golf With Your Friends forums on the issues I encountered as I
do want to help them fix the game and succeed. At purchase, my main issues with the game were the physics and the lag that
came with it. For instance, the majority of shots in courses would be overrun by lag and glitches in the physics of putting the
ball. Currently, the game has made noticeable improvements in both areas but do occasionally occur.

Overall, Golf With Your Friends is a solid Early Access title that is best played with friends to maximise your entertainment. It
incorporates the simple feature of golf and this basic idea has been successful through the three well designed maps that are in
different landscapes. It contains an excellent development team that listens to the community and wants to drastically improve
this game. As with any Early Access title, it does have its fair share of bugs, but the development team has ironed out the main
issues and is constantly improving this game with regular patches. This game is incredibly cheap at $5.99 and therefore if you
have friends to play with I highly recommend this game because it's fun. If you intend to play solo, quite frankly it is your
choice because it may get boring but at $6, nothing can go wrong.

Note, for an Early Access title I won't do a ratings score.

If you found this review helpful, please give it a thumbs up. If you would also like to follow my reviews more easily, be sure to
join my group Antwog's Analysis (Reviews). I also write reviews for TeamTom's Reviews.

http://store.steampowered.com/app/431240/
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